
       

P6a Home Learning for week beginning 25 May 2020   

Hello P6a 

Miss Maxwell was telling me she made so many pom-poms last 

week that she ran out of wool.  She’s making a necklace and 

perhaps a garland to hang behind her in the kitchen whilst 

she’s on her Zoom calls!  As for me, I’ve been introduced to Bitmoji – can you tell?!   

If you want to contact us, please do so by emailing Admin@Gilmerton.edin.sch.uk.  We’re 

looking forward to seeing your efforts from one home learning task in particular – a thank 

you letter to a key worker.  If the key worker is someone you know, or a place you visit eg a 

supermarket, why don’t you send it to them?  We’re sure they’d love to receive it. Speaking 

of receiving something – watch out for the postie this week.  We have been busy too …….  

The Maths Sumdog Champs for this week are Orla, Adam and Gabriel. (Results up to 21 May) 

On Sumdog Spelling, well done to Lily and Laurie this week.  (Results up to 21 May) 

Great to see more of you taking part in the fortnightly Grammar Challenge on Sumdog – our 

champs are Holly and Dale. 

“A big (virtual) High 5 to Orla – Mrs J may have made a mistake and missed her off the 

Spelling Challenge on Sumdog – so she used her initiative and made up her own one”. 

Well done to the ten of you doing your Read Theory this week – and a High 5 to the few who 

completed just the 2 quizzes each day. As you are doing Catscape we are changing the 

maximum number of quizzes – please now do no more than 2 each day.   

Quote for the week – “Sometimes the smallest things take up the most room in your heart”.  

The answer to last week’s riddle – What has 88 keys, but cannot open a single door?   A piano 

Riddle for next week: What has a neck but no head?       

 

Best wishes from Mrs James + Miss Maxwell                             

 

 

       

  

 

 

 

 

mailto:Admin@Gilmerton.edin.sch.uk


       

22 May 2020 

Salut P6b!                                                                                                  

I hope that this week’s tasks and challenges finds you safe and well? Things at Home 
Learning HQ are ticking along nicely. Mrs James and I are always trying to think of new 
and interesting things for you to try. What did you think of the virtual classroom 
then??? No feedback, as yet? To be honest, it wasn’t actually finished so hopefully the 
next one will be ready for the full virtual experience.  

Sadly, I was unwell earlier in the week with a very nasty dose of food poisoning and 
spent the first few days of this week in bed…including our holiday Monday!! 

However, you’ll be relieved to know I’m feeling a bit better and was able to 
complete this week’s learning.  

There is a special formal writing activity that we would like you to do this 
week and that is… a ‘Thank You’ letter. It can be to someone you know, or 

someone you have noticed, who is a key-worker and who has been keeping us safe and 
looked after during lockdown. It could be the postie, a supermarket assistant, the 
refuse collectors or someone who works in a care home or for the NHS. Anyone that 
you have noticed doing their job, every day, so that we could all stay safe at home. The 
instructions are all there so follow them carefully and do your best  

(And…talking of posties, do keep your eye on the letter box this week.) 

I hope that you enjoyed your message from Mrs Hunter last week? We had a bit of a 
bake off last Saturday making vegan Biscoff cupcakes. They were super lovely. My    
neighbour asked for the recipe, after we sent them a few, so they must have been 
good? Next time hopefully Mrs Hunter and I will be able to taste each other’s 

baking too, as photos had to do this time. There is a baking task in the home learning 
this week so let us know how you get on.  

 

Remember, if you can, email me with examples of your work at admin@ 
gilm.edin.sch.uk mark it for me and get sharing! You can include any work you’ve been 
doing, photos of your activities (or just you) and even just a ‘Hello.’ would be great. 

Stay safe & take care        

  

 Mrs McKay x   



       

P6b CHAMPIONS THIS WEEK 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Sumdog Maths champs this week are 

Ben, Lewis + Abraham 
Well done to you all for your efforts this week! 

 

  Our Sumdog Spelling champs this week are  

 Emily, Ella + Lewis 
Well done to everyone who participated in the challenge! 

 

 

 

                      Well done to those  

                          who managed to  

                          complete your 

 Beat That Challenges online.  

The website was unable to give me results 
sadly, and I watched the spinning wheel 
on and off  on Friday and nothing loaded- 
sorry! 

I hope that more of you completed them 
this week and look forward to finding 

out the result. 

Let’s make sure we use the methods we 
have learned in class. 

Read Theory Champs 
this week are… 

Erin, Wanya + Reilly 
 

These pupils earned most 
knowledge points this week! 

                    



       

             

          Multiplication : MILD                              ANSWERS FOR MATHS WB 19 MAY 

                         



       

       Multiplication: MEDIUM                                          ANSWERS FOR MATHS WB 19 MAY 

                  



       

                

                    TELLING TIME: SPICY HOT                    ANSWERS FOR MATHS WB 19 MAY 

                                   



       

                       

  

                   Follow the link below to find the information 
https://schools.firstnews.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2020/04/FIRSTNEWS_723.pdf 

 A special shout out to Ella in P6b who created her own questions for the First 
News newspaper link. Why not try her quiz below? 

 

1. How old is the lady who conquered the coronavirus and what is her name?  

2. Why is Captain Tom Moore so special? 

3. What fell down a drain and was rescued? 

4. What was discovered in the Norfolk Island? 

5. Why are siblings William & Caroline Herschel in the news?  

6. What do 98,000 Facebook followers think is beautiful?  

7. What did a bakery in Finland make, that would make you laugh? 

8. What are pupils from The Mill Hill foundation donating? 

9. How is teenager Coco Gauff celebrating and why? 

10. How many nights is darts’ PDC home tour competition running for? 

 

https://schools.firstnews.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2020/04/FIRSTNEWS_723.pdf


       

P6 Home Learning for week 25
th

 May 

We thought you could start with a wee Maths Murder Mystery 

this week. Follow the instructions carefully and complete the 

calculations. An Adult can help if you need it! The answers will 

help fill in all the information at the bottom of page 2  

 

 



       

 

 



       

               MILD problems to solve 

                           

 



       

                   MEDIUM / SPICY problems to solve 

                    

 



       

A little test of your Time skills … have a go! 

         



       

 



       

MATHS Our focus for this week is coordinates. Play the games 

on the links below before you start the written tasks.  

     

Ctrl + click left on the picture below to hear a catchy tune to 

remind you of how to read and plot coordinates.  

 

      Go to Math Nook.com and play Rocket Down 2. Start with the beginner 

level         https://www.mathnook.com/math/rocket-down-2.html 

      Go to the Maths is Fun website and try marking the coordinates. This 

game has many levels so challenge yourself !        

https://www.mathsisfun.com/data/click-coordinate.html 

I’ve gone straight to the 4 quadrant game here so if it is too much 

try the medium game to warm up for this. Coordinates Alien Attack 

https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/469/Coordinates-Alien-Attack 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1O12C9EcdFo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1O12C9EcdFo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1O12C9EcdFo
https://www.mathnook.com/math/rocket-down-2.html
https://www.mathsisfun.com/data/click-coordinate.html
https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/469/Coordinates-Alien-Attack
https://mathsframe.co.uk/en/resources/resource/469/Coordinates-Alien-Attack


       

              COORDINATES: MILD  



       

          COORDINATES: MILD   

       

LI: to use coordinates to locate items              Date: WB 25 May 

 



       

          COORDINATES: MEDIUM 

     

LI: record coordinates for given points                Date: WB 25 May 

 



       

            COORDINATES MEDIUM 

 

 

LI: use coordinates to locate and plot items on a grid    Date: WB 25 May 

 



       

            COORDINATES: MEDIUM 

  

LI: plot coordinates in 2 quadrants                    Date: WB 25 May 

 



       

              COORDINATES: MEDIUM  

 

 

LI: plot coordinates in 2 quadrants                     Date: WB 25 May 

 



       

COORDINATES: SPICY HOT 

  

LI: plotting coordinates in 4 quadrants     Date: WB 25 May 

 



       

 

 

 



       

 COORDINATES: SPICY HOT  

 

      

                

LI: plotting coordinates in 4 quadrants     Date: WB 25 May 

 



       

        Use these coordinates to create your emoji above.    

 

Sharpen up your tables skills by completing these grids. 

Time yourself and write out the facts that are still sticky! 

          

Sticky facts:      



       

LITERACY    READING  

 

 

  

 

 

LISTENING + TALKING 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

72 HOURS 

Murdo says that they have 72 hours to watch Sasha the cat.  

How many days is this? 

 

  How many hours are there in a: 

Day?                          Week?                       Fortnight?                      Year?  

CHALLENGE: Can you find out how many MINUTES there are in each of these timeframes? 

Listen to chapter 5 +6  

The boys have a new ally! And she has some 

serious kit which could completely transform 

their search for the missing cats. Will they get 

the breakthrough they are hoping for in their 

investigations? 

Mike Nicholson reads Chapter 5 of his prize-

winning novel Catscape! 

https://sites.google.com/mc.glow.scot/catscapenovelstudy/the-

novel-study/chapter-5-the-bait 
 

Mike Nicholson reads Chapter 6 of his prize-

winning novel Catscape! 

https://sites.google.com/mc.glow.scot/catscapenovelstudy/the-
novel-study/chapter-6-the-vaults 

 

 

 

 

Login to Read Theory 

and read your5 

texts this week. 

Its quality not 

quantity we look for! 

 

Remember to 

complete this 

task 

independently! 

 

 

https://sites.google.com/mc.glow.scot/catscapenovelstudy/the-novel-study/chapter-5-the-bait
https://sites.google.com/mc.glow.scot/catscapenovelstudy/the-novel-study/chapter-5-the-bait
https://sites.google.com/mc.glow.scot/catscapenovelstudy/the-novel-study/chapter-6-the-vaults
https://sites.google.com/mc.glow.scot/catscapenovelstudy/the-novel-study/chapter-6-the-vaults
https://sites.google.com/mc.glow.scot/catscapenovelstudy/the-novel-study/chapter-4-the-morning-after-the-night-before
https://sites.google.com/mc.glow.scot/catscapenovelstudy/the-novel-study/chapter-4-the-morning-after-the-night-before


       

!Baking! (Author Challenge!) 

 LI: to be able to read and accurately follow instructions. 

We hear in this chapter that Jessie loves baking! One of Jessie’s specialities is rock buns. Do you 
want to try making some? Here’s her recipe which makes 16 rock buns 

 

Ingredients: 

• 225g (8 oz) self raising flour 
• Pinch of salt 
• 100g (4 oz) margarine 
• 100g (4 oz) raisins (optional) 
• 50g (2 oz) caster sugar 
• 1 egg 
• Milk to mix 

 

Instructions: 

1.  Heat oven to 200C, 400F – Gas Mark 6. 
2.  Grease two baking trays 

3.  Mix the flour and salt, rub in the margarine 

4.  Stir in the raisins and sugar 
5.  Mix to a stiff dough with egg and milk 

6.  Place in rough heaps on the baking tray and bake for 10-15 minutes 

 

Sir Henry Raeburn  

 

 LI: to be able to make notes and organise them using subheadings. 

 

In chapter 6, we hear about Sir Henry Raeburn. Use your research skills to find out the following 
information: 

• Was Sir Henry Raeburn a real person living in Edinburgh? If so, who was he? Why was he 
called ‘sir’? When did he live? What was he well known for? Any other facts? 

• Does Raeburn Place in Stockbridge have any connection to Sir Henry Raeburn? 

• Was there really an old pond that dried up? What happened? 

We also heard that there were the Raeburn Vaults. Can you find the following information: 

 



       

• What is a vault? 
• What vaults are there in Edinburgh and why? 
• What are they used for? 

 

Is there any other interesting information you can find out? 

Don’t forget to organise your information using subheadings. 

Animal Tracks 

 

  Investigate animal tracks, such as the ones below: 

 
 

Think About it? 

Can you find any when you are out and about on your walks? 

What is the difference between the tracks? 

Why are they different for each animal? 

Do you have a favourite? 

What is the difference between animal footprints and your own footprint. 
 

GET CREATIVE 

Can you create art using animal print design? 

Can you create art using your own foot or footprint? 

                               



       

SPELLING Select activities from the spelling grid to practise your words – try 

one written and one active.  

WORDS - P6a  

am – MILD (revision) 

jam       ham       amaze       amount       amend       amuse        ample  

ambulance       among  ambition amputate                      amphibian 

    

ear/or – SPICY (revision) 

heard  unheard search yearly  fearsome research 

author horror visitor  sailor  mirror normal 

 

ear/or – HOT (revision) 

underwear       disappear       appearance       earthquake        abnormalities        adorable 

underwear    disappearance calculator professor           accordingly             gorgeous 

WORDS - P6b 

 

  



       

LITERACY: WRITING 

 

 

Once you have finished your letter, take a photo of it and email it 

to your teacher via the admin@gilmerton.edin.sch.uk address. 

Make it your very best effort please! 

mailto:admin@gilmerton.edin.sch.uk


       

Here are some tips to remind you of what to include in your letter and how to 

lay it out. Think of this as the most important letter you’ve ever written and 

consider it a test of all the letter writing you’ve done in the past. Make it your 

‘best ever’ and aim for around 200 words if you can. 

 
Don’t forget to take a photo of your letter and email it to 

your teacher via the admin@gilmerton.edin.sch.uk address.  

mailto:admin@gilmerton.edin.sch.uk


       

SESSION 6 – LANGUAGE 

Follow the link to watch session 6 

https://www.lionkingexperience.com/sessions/kids/6 

Select which Lion King character you think matches the cards 

below 

       

Who said what? How do you know? 

       

https://www.lionkingexperience.com/sessions/kids/6


       

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now select which character you are going to write about today. 

 

What kind of 

message would each 

of the characters 

send to Simba. 

Think about words 

and phrases they 

might use. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



       

 

 



       

       

  Click on the link above to watch Newsround this week. Select one 

story that interests you and create a newspaper article that tells 

the reader all about the story. Challenge yourself to include as 

many of the following key aspects as you can from the checklist. 

       

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/49543636
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The semester continues with some     
work on ‘ME’ or ‘MOI’. 

The work includes some activities to 
help you name various parts of the 
body. 

Type: The Children’s University of 
Manchester into your search engine or 
left click the link  

https://www.childrensuniversity.manchester.a

c.uk/learning-activities/languages/french/part-

1-moi/ 

                          

  

 

 

Alternatively, you can click on the link on the 

school homepage to work through the above 

slideshows. One will introduce you to simple 

greetings and let you hear what they sound 

and look like when written down. The other 

will revise the colours you learned last month. 

 

https://www.childrensuniversity.manchester.ac.uk/learning-activities/languages/french/part-1-moi/
https://www.childrensuniversity.manchester.ac.uk/learning-activities/languages/french/part-1-moi/
https://www.childrensuniversity.manchester.ac.uk/learning-activities/languages/french/part-1-moi/
https://www.childrensuniversity.manchester.ac.uk/learning-activities/languages/french/part-1-moi/
https://www.childrensuniversity.manchester.ac.uk/learning-activities/languages/french/part-1-moi/


       

                                            



       

                 

 

H.W.B Keeping fit and active is very important so take some time to join Joe 

or try the PE FLIPPING Game this week 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We had a look on the PE links this week on the school website and 

thought that since EVERYONE has a coin lying around we could all 

try this! 

So get busy and hopefully it will be lots of flipping fun! 

What number can you get to??????? 



       

 

This week let us know some of the things that you are doing 
to pass the time safe at home. Draw a picture, if you’re feeling 

artistic. If not, a few words will do.  



       

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parent & Carer Guide 

EXPECT THE 
UNEXPECTED  

“If everything was perfect every single day, you’d 

never know the good from the just about okay.” 

(Matt Haig) 

Expect the Unexpected 

In this unit, we explore how we cannot protect ourselves from 

change (no matter how much we would like to) as it is a part of 

life. Sometimes change can be a positive experience and 

sometimes it brings with it, disappointments, difficulties or loss. 

Children will be undertaking activities to understand that change 

in life is a given, and not unique to them, how we can support 

ourselves and others through these experiences and encourage 

reflection on what can help.  
We do not know what life will deal us, but through the Building 

Resilience programme, children have learnt that there are things 

we can do to look after our mental health and wellbeing which 

can help us prepare for a future full of unknowns.  
 In this unit, Skipper finds himself facing a very big 

change and finds it upsetting. He is supported by his 

friends who listen and help him to move forward. 

Skipper and the pupils will have a chance to reflect 

on his journey on the River of Life and what tools 

they have learnt about together that we know can 

help support our wellbeing.  

In this unit, we will be learning that: 
• Change is a part of life 
• It’s OK not to be OK 
• I have learnt ways to look after my mental health 

Talk it Over: 
Talk to your child about an occasion when you faced an 

unexpected big change and the positive and negatives that this 

meant for your life?  

Family Task: 
Use the Ten Things poster to tell someone at home about the tools 

and how they help to support your wellbeing. Which tool has 

helped you recently? 

Key Book: ‘The Rabbit Listened’ by Cori Doerrfeld 



       

   

Be ready to share and explain at home   

 



       

 


